WE ENSURE A FAST, CLEAN BUSINESS.

PROFESSIONAL | AGRICULTURE
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Clean solutions for greater success.
Effectiveness and economy, cleanliness and hygiene, functionality and quality. Whatever area of agriculture you operate in, your
demands are varied - calling for reliable, powerful and efficient cleaning machines to keep your business running. We know that every
capital investment must function trouble-free for many years, and that high standards and legal requirements regarding hygiene must
be met in order to achieve and maintain success in your agricultural business. That’s why we provide solutions for the optimum
protection and care of your machinery, plant, animal houses and buildings. With our professional cleaning machines, accessories and
detergents, you can count on the best results in your daily work. Simple to operate and powerful in performance, with Kärcher
technologies your procedures will run smoothly, safely and efficiently. And that’s what lasting success is based upon.
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Animal husbandry

2

Agriculture and wine growing

3

Fish farming and forestry

We ensure clean quality: with efficient

Protect capital investments, maintain

Attention to detail: whether suitable for

disinfection and cleaning systems for

productivity: with high-performance

foodstuffs or space-saving and practical –

your animal houses. For instance, with

pressure cleaners and accessories, we

our high-pressure solutions for fish farm-

the Kärcher Inno or Easy Foam Kits.

offer efficient cleaning solutions for agri-

ing and forestry fulfil all requirements.

cultural machinery and equipment, as well
as for the oak barrels used in wineries and
distilleries.
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Hygienically clean. Fantastically quick.
High hygiene standards are an indispensable part of professional animal husbandry because assured quality is the first step to optimal
operating results. Regular thorough pen cleaning – i.e. coarse cleaning as pre-cleaning, disinfection and also coarse cleaning in-between
times – are therefore a must in order to protect animals against disease carrying pathogens and pests. With Kärcher high-pressure clean
ers and the innovative Inno or Easy Foam Kits, you can master this task quickly, easily and effectively. As a result, you not only gain
improved hygiene and a healthy stock of animals, but also and, in p
 articular, save a lot in terms of working time and costly medications.

Compact

High-performance

Robust

Well equipped, compact design: with cold water

For rigorous continuous use and the highest

For particularly difficult terrain: Kärcher’s s pecial

high-pressure cleaners, you can clean your

performance. Maximum pressure, the greatest flow

class removes stubborn dirt in inaccessible places.

animal houses quickly and reliably.

rate and the best equipment are standard here.
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Other machines and further information can be found in our catalogue or at www.karcher.co.uk

ANIMAL HUSBANDRY
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Pig breeding

Poultry farming

Cleanliness and hygiene are what counts here! For this reason, Kärcher

Bacteria, viruses and vermin don’t stand a chance. With effective disinfection

cleaning and disinfecting processes are optimised for animal houses, during

in poultry production and the rearing of young birds, as well as during final

rearing or before changeover.

cleaning in the service period of egg production and hatchery disinfection.
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Cattle breeding

Sheep, goat and horse husbandry

Ideal rough cleaning with pressure – e.g. for excrement and feed residues

Our high-pressure cleaners are ideal for cleaning out stalls. Excrement

in the igloo during calf rearing or on lying surfaces.

deposits and soiled straw bedding are easily removed.
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Dairy cattle

Where germs collect, hygiene is the top priority. In the milking parlour
and the milking carousel, our high-pressure cleaners and patented foam
disinfection are the ideal choice.

Surface cleaners

Foam lance

Beaker foam lance

Up to 10 times greater surface

For safe use with foam – e.g. d
 uring

For smaller areas and targeted work.

performance. Without spray water

foam disinfection in the milking

and without cross contamination,

parlour.

especially s uitable for slatted floors,
as the spaces in between can also
be reached more easily.
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Cleaning to show off your assets.
Professional production requires quality machinery you can trust for many years. It is therefore essential – regardless of whether it
is high-performance machines for agriculture or wine making – to maintain long-term functionality by means of regular care and
cleaning. With Kärcher, maintaining the value of your plant is an easy task: effective cleaning systems, a wide range of applications,
extensive accessories and, last but not least, many innovations, such as, for instance, the time saving Barrel Cleaner BC 14/12, will all
help you protect your capital investments. In this way, our appliances not only ensure clean systems but also incur less expenditure,
as costly new acquisitions can be deferred.

With cold water

With hot water

Stationary

Thanks to pressure and pump capacity, you

Shift grease and stubborn dirt more quickly,

Especially compact, stationary appliances can be

can clean even the heaviest soiling quickly,

easily and economically with hot water

wall-mounted and are particularity well-suited

thoroughly and economically.

high-pressure cleaning. With steam mode for

where cleaning is to be carried out in several

thawing and degreasing tasks.

places at the same time, thus saving space.
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Other machines and further information can be found in our catalogue or at www.karcher.co.uk

AGRICULTURE AND WINE GROWING
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Machinery cleaning

2
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Barrel cleaning

Agricultural machinery must be able to cope with large quantities of mud,

The easy way to get your barrel looking as good as new: with the Kärcher

dirt and dust. With Kärcher high-pressure cleaners, stubborn crusts, oil and

BC 14/12 you can clean your barrels practically and quickly without

grease deposits can be thoroughly removed, ensuring corrosion protection,

laborious repositioning. All deposits left from fermentation processes,

prolonging the lifetime and performance of your assets.

maturing, or from years of storage are removed completely and efficiently.

Protects your machinery

Control pressure simply

Optimal cleaning and care of your plant: Kärcher cleaning concentrates

Kärcher appliances provide maximum convenience – thanks to innovative

remove even the most stubborn accumulations of dirt caused by mud and

technologies such as Servo Control. This feature means that the water

organic materials in the course of daily work. In this way you avoid corrosion

volume and the working pressure of our high-pressure cleaners can be

to your machinery and at the same time prepare perfectly for the winter.

controlled directly at the trigger gun. As and when required, without
interruption and very conveniently.
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Mastering every challenge.
Special tasks demand exceptional solutions. Whether this involves compliance with statutory fish farming regulations or timeconsuming forestry work – with Kärcher you are ideally equipped. From the disinfection of your breeding tanks, through complete
hygienic cleaning of transport vehicles requiring special disinfection, to the easy-to-manage bark and cambium peeling. Our advanced
and efficient appliances ensure effectiveness and increased economy of work, regardless of the challenge you have to meet.

Disinfecting

Independent

Convenient

With our Inno or Easy Foam Kits, thorough

Even without electricity! Our diesel-engine

Wherever regular cleaning has to be carried out,

disinfection of your plant is faster, safer and

powered high-pressure cleaners always deliver

Kärcher high-pressure cleaning systems are ideal.

more economical.

a high level of performance.
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Other machines and further information can be found in our catalogue or at www.karcher.co.uk
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FORESTRY AND FISH FARMING

1

2

Fish farming

2

Forestry

Every surface hygienically clean: with our Inno or Easy Foam Kits, you can

Avoid pest infestations, speed up the drying-out process – with Kärcher

disinfect breeding/holding tanks quickly and efficiently and also your

high-pressure cleaners you avoid wood-loss during debarking and work

vehicles and containers before and after transportation. In the high-

especially effectively. Ideally suited for this are the robust cage appliances

pressure foam process, two components work t ogether in an efficient and

for difficult terrain. Clean your v
 ehicles and machinery when the work is

environmentally friendly way to combat bacteria, viruses and pests. And

done with stationary high-pressure cleaners in your plant.

that at a low c
 oncentration, at almost any temperature and in an extremely
short time.

Hygienically clean

More options for forestry enterprises

When safety counts: Kärcher offers the appropriate appliances and

Equipped to go anywhere: our petrol-engine powered high-pressure cleaners

accessories for every requirement. We also offer special solutions for the

mean you are not reliant on electrical power out in the forest. To clean the

sensitive hygiene and food area with, for instance, abrasion and oil resistant

vehicle fleet at your business in a space-saving way, Kärcher high-pressure

materials. And with the potent Inno or Easy Foam Kits, moreover, we ensure

cleaning systems are ideal. Here, thanks to multiple attachment points for

thorough disinfection.

high- pressure hoses, you can undertake several cleaning tasks at the same
time.
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Details make the difference.
Quality is attention to detail. This should not only be seen in your products but also in your plant, animal houses, commercial and
private buildings. For this reason, Kärcher also devotes its attention to the smaller details of everyday life and offers e
 fficient cleaning
solutions here, too. Ensuring thorough cleanliness right into the tiniest corner. At little expense, an order can be established which
helps prevent accidents and at the same time creates a better overall atmosphere. For a place where you want to work, live – or even
shop. A place, in fact, where everything is just right, down to the last detail.
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Sell in more attractive surroundings

3

3
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Live in more attractive surroundings

Present your products in perfect surroundings. Our compact, flexible and

A lot of work creates a lot of dirt – but at home it should be immaculate.

easy to use scouring vacuum cleaner, with their easy mobility and high

No problem with Kärcher dry vacuum cleaners: they loosen and vacuum

performance, quickly provide sparkling results. Clean-up is simple and fast.

even stubborn dirt such as threads and fabric fibres.
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Vacuum everything

Reach new heights

With Kärcher wet/dry vacuum cleaners, dirt of any kind no longer presents

With high-pressure upwards: thanks to the new telescopic pipe, you can

a problem. You can switch from dry to wet without changing the filter. Even

now clean high up without the need for a lifting platform – for instance,

larger volumes of liquid can be removed effectively and conveniently.

light shafts in the turkey house. The flexible articulation and hand spray
gun on the telescopic jet pipe are safe and ergonomic.

Uncomplicated

HEPA-Filter technology

Ergonomic

Simple filter change on wet/dry

Keeps allergens down and e
 nsures

Hand spraygun on the 

vacuum cleaners.

clean exhaust air when dry

telescopic pipe.

vacuuming.
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Other machines and further information can be found in our catalogue or at www.karcher.co.uk
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Clean working procedures

SPECIAL SOLUTIONS

5

No residues

Efficient and convenient: whether the farmyard, paths or storage halls –

A clean workplace: with Kärcher wet/dry vacuum cleaners, you can also re-

Kärcher manual sweepers remove dirt quietly, quickly and thoroughly. Thanks

move dust and wet dirt from drivers’ cabs or trailers, leaving them as good

to the side brushes (as standard) you can reach every corner. Also available

as new. Even seed residues can be thoroughly and completely removed.

as a petrol powered unit (option).
8
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Fit for the winter

Great area-performance with large and firm snow masses: Kärcher snow

Clean everywhere

Clean right into the furthest corner: with the flexible jet pipe for our high-

blowers are fast, convenient and economic. And, thanks to the 4-stroke

pressure cleaners, even the inaccessible parts of your machinery will always

motor, fuel consumption is very low.

be cared for. Thanks to the stepless flexible adjustment from 20° – 140°.

Adaptable

Effective

Powerful

Reach inaccessible places with the

Side brushes on hand power

Robust 4-stroke engines deliver

jet pipe.

sweepers also sweep in corners.

high performance.
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United Kingdom
Kärcher (UK) Ltd.
Kärcher House
Beaumont Road
Banbury
Oxon OX16 1TB
Phone +44 012 95 752 000
Fax
+44 012 95 752 103
cleaning@karcher.co.uk
www.karcher.co.uk
Ireland
Kärcher Ltd.
Unit 4
E.P. Mooney Business Park
Walkinstown Avenue
Dublin 12
Phone +353 1 409 7777
Fax
+353 1 409 7775
info@ie.kaercher.com
www.karcher.ie
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Please contact us for more information:

